MODEL 929

“Jerry Miculek Signature Model”

9mm • 8-SHOT • 6-1/2” BARREL

www.smith-wesson.com/pc
MODEL 929
9mm • 8-SHOT • 6-1/2” BARREL

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL: 929
SKU: 170341
Caliber: 9mm
Capacity: 8 Rounds
Action: Single/Double Action
Barrel Length: 6.5” (16.5 cm)
Front Sight: Patridge
Rear Sight: Adjustable
Grip: Synthetic
Weight: 44.2 oz. (1,253.1 g)
Overall Length: 12.25” (31.1 cm)
Frame Material: Stainless Steel
Cylinder Material: Titanium Alloy
Finish: Glass Bead
UPC Code: 022188703412
Other Features:
• Removable Compensator
• Jerry Miculek Signature
• ChromeTrigger with Stop
• PC Tuned Action
• Titanium Cylinder
• Chrome Teardrop Hammer
• Cylinder Cut for Moonclips
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